
FATAL(?) ATTRACTION (1) 

Every Thing You Wanted to Know About 

Gravity, But Were Afraid to Ask 
 

 

Introduction 

Gravity was the first force of nature that mankind learned 

existed. We learned how to cope with its earthly effects long 

before men like Galileo, Newton, and Einstein began to explain 

it scientifically. Still today, scientists do not understand why it is 

very weak compared to the other three forces of nature, the so- 

called weak force, the strong force, and the electromagnetic 

force. For the past several decades the major scientific search 

for the graviton and gravity waves, the particle and wave that 

would parallel those of the other three forces, has not been 

fruitful. 

 

Gravitation has been characterized as undying, irresistible, and 

that you can temporarily offset it but never finally win the battle 

against it. Is it truly that fatal?  Sure, if you jump or fall from a 

high place, it will do you in. But I am thinking in a larger sense, 

the effects it has on the Universe We will examine some of 

these amazing impacts on the way to trying to answer the 

question of its final outcome on the universe. 

 



(Slide 2a), We will start by looking at the men that made a lot 

of progress in understanding gravity and what their 

contributions were (2b) We will then move to the Solar System 

and use it to explain many of the interesting things that go on, 

including gravity’s effect on our exploration of space. Moving 

along to stars (2c), galaxies (2d), and finally the universe (2e), 

where we try to answer the question of gravity’s ultimate effect. 

 

 

Galileo Galilei  (3) 

While Galileo was not the first to think that light and heavy 

objects fall at the same rates in the absence of any friction, he 

was probably the first to prove it. While the story of his 

dropping weights off the Leaning Tower of Pisa, is probably not 

true, he cleverly got around the difficulty of measuring the 

times for falling objects to reach a common point from the 

same starting place. He realized that he could use an inclined 

plane to fractionalize the force of gravity and use balls of the 

same size but with different weights to see how fast they got to 

the bottom. (4) This graphic shows how it works. A 10-degree 

incline allows only 17% of the force of gravity to pull the ball 

down the incline. With experiments he showed that gravity 

gave equal opportunity acceleration because light balls 



reached bottom as fast as heavy balls. He also showed the 

acceleration is constant and that the distances covered 

depended on the square of the time elapsed.  

 

Sir Isaac Newton (5) 

Whether or not Newton got his inspiration about gravity this 

way, he still is considered one of the most brilliant scientists 

and mathematicians that ever lived. He developed the formula 

for the gravitational attraction of two bodies and formulated 

three laws of motion. Here we will deal with two-body attraction 

(limited to physics of course) and later on when we get to orbits 

we will examine one aspect of his first law. These are the only 

times this lecture will include math and it is limited to high 

school algebra. If the math bothers you please just try to 

understand the physical concepts.(6). Here is Newton’s 

formula for gravitational attraction between two bodies F is the 

gravitational force between two bodies of mass values 1 and 2 

and whose centers of gravity are separated by a distance “r.”  

“G” is a universal constant. Any consistent set of units may be 

used. (7) This slide is a schematic showing the force is equal 

on both bodies and the bodies behave as if the force is acting 

at the center of gravity in terms of the body overall. What I 

mean by that will become clear later with some examples. 



Newton’s formula had terms for force and mass. What do we 

mean by mass? (8a) Mass is the amount of “matter,” that is 

atoms, molecules, solid particles, etc. (8b) Weight is the force 

that a local gravitational attraction imparts to a mass when kept 

from falling. Something in “free-fall” has no weight until you 

stop it from falling. So how does this work for something on the 

surface of some planet? (9a) This is represented by the picture 

of the man on the scale on some planet of Mass M1, and radius 

r. We can take Newton’s formula and collect GM1/r
2 as one 

group (9b). Note that G is the gravitational constant and the 

same anywhere. Also  that M1 and radius are constant as they 

are properties of the surface of the planet and can be replaced 

by one constant called g local (9c). We can now drop the 

subscript on mass 2 since we are now referring to only one 

mass. So weight (9d) is simply the mass multiplied by the local 

gravity. Note this is an average value as densities and distance 

from the center can vary slightly. Also note as we move 

upward from earth’s surface “r” will increase and the value of g 

local will drop off as the square of the distance from earth’s 

center. (10) Here are some typical values of g local calculated 

from the mass and radius in some familiar places. Thirty-two 

point two on earth, five point four on our moon, and eighty 

point one on Jupiter. (11) This next slide shows the effect of 



this on the weight of a chubby guy whose mass is 7.76 slugs, 

the American unit for mass, in those same places. The 250 

pound man on earth, weighs 42 pounds on our moon and 6 

hundred 22 pounds on Jupiter.  Of course I am ignoring the 

inhospitable conditions. Interestingly, the spring type scale 

shown in the graphic would read the values given, but an earth 

scale that uses weights and lever arms would theoretically give 

his earth weight because the scale weights would also change. 

 

Einstein (12) 

Normally you see pictures of Einstein as an older man. This 

picture is at an age closer to when he did his important work. 

Einstein’s work is very complex, so I am going to simplify 

Einstein for you (13). (14a) Time and space are not tied 

together in Newtonian theory. (14b) According to General 

relativity, there are 3 space dimensions and one time 

dimension, which together make a 4 dimensional space called 

spacetime. Also according to General Relativity, any mass 

warps or distorts spacetime. (15a)  Here we have a pictorial 

representation of that as best we can show in 2 dimensions. 

(15b) In this view we have the more traditional representation 

known as an embedding diagram. This shows an orbiting body 

traveling in what has become to be known as a gravity well as 



the central mass bends space around itself. One interesting 

fact (16) is that as spacetime is warped, the time dimension is 

warped, and clocks run slower where the force of gravity is 

higher. This has been proven experimentally with very 

accurate clocks in space and is used every day by the GPS 

system to give accurate locations. 

 

The Solar System(17) 

Next let’s talk about some of gravity’s effects in our solar 

system and I will include a little bit on how it affects our space 

program. All the bodies in the solar system were made from 

dust and gas left over from the formation of the star we call our 

sun. They reside in a disc as we see here. The bodies are 

formed by gravity and collisions making them form larger and 

larger groups until the bodies in the Solar System that we see 

today were formed.  If their mass is large enough they become 

spherical because of gravity. If not large enough they could be 

irregularly shaped like the asteroids. The location of their orbits 

is a complex process. For instance computer models say that 

in order to have the configuration of planets we see today, 

Jupiter must have orbited the sun much closer than it is today. 

Also there may have been another Jupiter-sized planet that 

was eaten by the sun, But why do things orbit anyway? When 



you twirl an object around your head on a piece of string, you 

must apply a force to the string to keep its motion circular. 

Otherwise it will fly off on a tangent. This is Newton’s 2nd Law 

(18). “Bodies in motion stay in motion (straight line) unless 

acted upon by an outside force.” Here is a visual picture of it. 

(19a). In order to keep the body from flying off in a tangent, a 

force must be supplied always from the center of rotation. 

(19b) In the case of orbits or bodies revolving around each 

other, gravity can supply the outside force. (19c)  

 

(20), For the general case of two bodies revolving around each 

other, it is kind of like the seesaw the larger body dominates. 

Keep this in mind. Lets start by looking at 2 bodies rotating 

around each other. (21) M represents the masses of the two 

bodies, which in this case are somewhat different than each 

other. They are rotating around the center of rotation marked 

by a red X. This point does not move relative to the two bodies. 

However, the distances d from the bodies to the center of 

rotation constantly changes as the motions take the shape of 

ellipses. But the ratio of the distances does not change. The 

mass of each body times its distance to the center of rotation 

are always equal to each other. This is the same equation you 

would use to balance a seesaw since the weight is proportional 



to the mass on a seesaw under any local gravitation. This case 

fits many binary stars. Let us see what that looks like in the 

video clip. (22) These masses are equal but note how the two 

bodies keep the same relative distance from the center of 

rotation as they should.  

(23) Our solar systems orbits are ellipses, but very close to 

being circles because of how they formed. Also it is nearly a 2-

body system because most of the mass (except for the sun) 

lies in Jupiter or is too far away to make a significant difference 

like Saturn.  Applying the seesaw equation we find the center 

of rotation for the solar system lies just outside the sun’s 

surface, it is rotating in a near circle about that axis. That is in 

addition to its spin around its center. (24) Applying the seesaw 

equation to the Earth-Moon system, we see center of rotation 

can be inside the larger mass. (25) Indeed, when they get very 

small, it virtually coincides with the center of the larger mass. 

This of course, is the case with our man made satellites? I 

want to continue on this case of our artificial satellites to talk 

about escape velocities. 

  

(26a). Let us imagine we have at tall mountain and we ignore 

the frictional effect of the Earth’s atmosphere (26b) We shoot 

of a rocket parallel to earth starting at 4 miles/second  and it 



will fall back to earth. (26c) But if we shoot at about 5 

miles/second we can get a circular orbit. (26d) Shooting faster 

than that but less than 7 miles/second we can get an elliptical 

orbit. Of course we can also get elliptical orbits by changing the 

angle of the shot upward. We can also get higher elliptical and 

circular orbits by rocketing higher first. (27a) I want to impress 

upon you that the final orbital speed depends on the height of 

the orbit, as it is a balance of the force of gravity, which 

decreases with distance, and the force required to keep orbital 

curvature. This force also decreases with distance as the 

curvature decreases. (27b) Here are 2 examples, the 

International Space Station and a typical telecommunications 

satellite, that stays at a single spot in the sky as the earth 

rotates. This is called a geostationary orbit. So at 240 miles the 

orbital speed is about 4.8 miles/second and at 22,200 miles it 

is 1.9 miles/second. You can also look up the orbital speeds of 

the planets and note how they decrease with distance from the 

sun. (28a) What happens if we fire our rocket at 7 

miles/second? (28b) The rocket escapes the Earth’s gravity. 

(29) Now its velocity relative to earth has fallen to zero having 

given up all its velocity energy to overcoming earth’s gravity. 

However, it still has earth’s orbital velocity relative to the sun, 

which it had even while sitting on the launch pad, so it 



becomes a satellite of the sun just like earth. This is true 

because the escape velocity from the Sun’s gravity from Earth 

orbit is 26.2 miles/second. (30) So now to escape the Solar 

System we need the difference between the escape velocity 

from the sun at earth orbit distance and the Earth orbit velocity, 

which is 26.2 minus 18.5 equals 7.7 miles/second, plus the 7.0 

miles per second to escape Earth gravity. This gives a total 

of14.7 miles /second to escape the solar system. This takes a 

lot of rocket fuel. (31) We can use what is called a slingshot 

trajectory to save some of this fuel.  The key here is the turn. 

There is no gain in speed relative to Jupiter’s gravity, but there 

is a gain relative to the sun whose gravity, we are trying to 

escape. We have picked up most of Jupiter’s speed relative to 

the sun by being pulled along by its gravity. Enough to surpass 

the escape speed from the sun at Jupiter’s orbit distance, 

which is 11.5 mi/sec. A good example of this was Voyager 1, 

which used both Jupiter and Saturn to help escape from the 

solar system. The main difficulty with using the slingshot 

method is that the planets one uses for assist have to be at the 

right place at the right time.  

                                                                                

I am sure you are all familiar with how the gravity of sun and 

moon create the ocean tides (32). Here is a little video to 



refresh your memory.  When the Sun, the moon, and the earth 

are aligned the tides are more pronounced than at other times 

and are called Spring Tides. This also corresponds to the New 

or Full moon. When the moon is at a right angle to the Earth 

and Sun we get the least pronounced tides call the Neap tides. 

This clip does not show the Earth turning which of course gives 

us the 4 tide changes, two low and two high tides per day. 

(33a) One thing is less obvious, when the sun and the moon 

are on the same side of the earth, why do the oceans bulge out 

on the side away from them? (33b) It is because the 

gravitational pull of those two bodies is exerted at the earth’s 

center and it is being pulled away more strongly than the 

ocean on the far side. The moon’s effect is much stronger than 

the sun’s so we always get a bulge on the far side of the Earth 

from the moon. 

 

(34) Another interesting effect is called Tidal Lock or 

Synchronous Rotation Just like the tides, the Earth’s gravity 

causes the Moon to bulge. However, because the Moon is rock 

it’s reaction is slower, causing the bulge to last longer which 

results in a force impeding the Moon’s spin. Also the slower the 

spin, the more effective the impeding force becomes. 

Eventually the Moon slows to an equilibrium point where the 



moon makes one rotation per orbit so we always see the same 

side. This Tidal Lock is typical for most of the moons in the 

solar system. While the moon causes a similar effect on the 

earth, it is much smaller because of the size difference. Still a 

billion years ago, earth’s day was only 18 hours long. This 

slowing of Earths rotation causes the moon’s orbital distance to 

increase about 1.5 inches per year in order to conserve 

angular momentum. 

 

 

The Stars (35) 

Most children at some point have asked, “What are stars?” 

There are many answers to that question, some of which are 

poetic. For my purposes tonight, I am calling them “gravity 

ovens, because they cook up the heavier elements including 

the stuff of life. (35a) Current theory is that the Big Bang left 

nearly smooth gas of the lightest elements in the ratio of 75% 

hydrogen to 25% helium-4 by mass. This mixture cooled, and 

around 200 million years after the Big Bang and stars began to 

form. (35b) The first stars to form were massive and short-lived 

ending their lives in supernova explosions. Many astronomers 

believe they were more massive then because they contained 

no heavier elements. (35c) They were short-lived because they 



burned their fuel faster due to the higher gravitational pressure 

of their greater mass making them hotter. Here is how all that 

may have happened. As the mixture cooled, some areas were 

slightly denser than others, maybe due to quantum 

fluctuations. Gravity took over and the denser spots became 

denser at the expense of the less dense spots. Today it is 

believed that Dark Matter, which only interacts with regular 

matter via gravity, played a major role in this. We will examine 

Dark Matter later in the presentation when we talk about 

galaxies. For now, please bear with me.  Here is a slide from a 

computer simulation that demonstrates that. (36a) At 17 million 

years after the Big Bang, both Dark and regular or atomic 

matter are well dispersed. There are areas of greater and 

lesser density but are hard to see in this graphic. (36b) By 140 

million years you can see the Dark matter is well collected, but 

the regular matter is not. The atomic or regular matter cannot 

collect as fast as the Dark Matter because it can bounce off 

itself and has electric charges that repel. But about 180 Million 

years after the Big Bang (36c) places occurred where 200 

solar masses collected. Gravity squeezed these further and the 

heat caused by gravitational shrinking rose until nuclear fusion 

began and a star was born. (36d) Note that the Dark matter 

forms a halo around the regular matter. As I said, these were 



not like stars today but bigger and hotter. Before I leave this 

slide and continue my brief overview of stellar lives, I want to 

call your attention to the filamentary or web like structures that 

form.  

 

 Continuing on, nuclear fusion stops the gravitational shrinking 

by generating heat pressure. (37) Some of the heat escapes 

by x-ray diffusion outward plus convection takes place near the 

surface the star. The hot core starts to quote “cook” hydrogen 

into helium and so on up the table of elements. (38)(Explain 

with pointer) Don’t worry about the axes in this graph; the point 

is that as one fuel is exhausted gravitational shrinking heats 

the core hotter. Amazingly, burning the last fuel creates the 

next fuel as shown here for some of the elements. In summary, 

gravity is making the lighter elements from the primordial gas. 

And note the incredible temperatures need to make these 

elements. How far this can go depends on the original mass of 

the star, which controls the strength of the gravitational field. 

However, It can never go beyond iron, since the fusing of iron 

absorbs heat. In larger stars, when fusion stops, the outer 

layers of the star are blown off in a supernova which forms the 

elements heavier than iron and scatters the stuff that makes 

life possible into the universe and into gas clouds that can form 



new stars and planets. (39)  So no gravity, no life, The 

remaining core can collapses into what is called degenerative 

matter. (40) One form is a star called a White Dwarf. A core 

slightly bigger in size than our Sun, squeezed down by gravity 

to the size of the earth. Its density is one million times water, or 

18 tons/cubic inch. (41) Still larger cores collapse by 

gravitational force into Neutron Stars where the diameter is 6-

12 miles and the density is about 200 million times denser than 

the White Dwarf or a whopping 3.6 billion tons per cubic inch.. 

Neutron Stars have many interesting properties, which I won’t 

go into today. Well how can such incredible densities even 

exist? The fact is what we call solid matter is mostly empty 

space and with enough mass, gravity can crunch it down to the 

levels stated. (42) Further still larger cores can crunch down to 

a size where the gravity is so strong not even light (photons) 

escape. You know these as Black Holes. These are extremely 

interesting objects indeed, and were the subject of Tom 

Eason’s presentation two months ago. 

 

Galaxies (43) 

We have gone through the formation of stars from the 

primordial soup. Gravity, however, continues its effort to make 

bigger things from smaller things. (43a).  One theory is these 



infant galaxies, which formed about 2 million years after the 

Big Bang, were small and misshapen. Through galactic 

collisions, a kind of dance of death, they sometimes spiral 

around one another first. Larger galaxies were formed when 

they collide. (44) Here is a 1972 computer-generated diagram 

of how that works. Arms are generated by fly-by. Fifty million 

years has elapsed between each figure for a total of 350 

million years. Note, just like with our tides bulging on both 

sides of earth, an arm is created on the far side of the fly-by. 

The smaller galaxy is pulling harder at the center of the galaxy 

where most of the regular mass is. This is not how galactic 

discs and spiral arms form, however. They form in quiet places 

in space and very few are found in clusters. Head-on collisions 

give a different result. This is a video of one. (45) The result is 

an elliptical galaxy (46) with a halo of stars around it. The halo 

eventually disappears leaving a smooth elliptical galaxy. Here 

are some photos of actual interactions taking place. (47) (48) 

49) (50). This last one is an artist’s conception, based on 

observations of remnants, of our Milky Way galaxy beginning 

to swallow the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy, an action that should 

complete in the next 100 million years. Here is a video clip 

showing the process. (51) Actually astronomers have found 

lots of remnants. Apparently our Milky Way galaxy has feasted 



on many dwarf galaxies, We have to keep in mind that the 

universe was much smaller when heavy galactic formation took 

place and interaction was far more likely than today. While you 

might think my calling galactic collisions “the Dance of Death” 

is apt, it is not 100% accurate. The stars in galaxies are far 

enough apart that few, if any, stars collide. This is easily 

explained since, if a typical galaxy were the size of the United 

States, each star would be the size of a human cell and their 

spacing a football field apart. But the gas clouds do collide and 

that causes many new stars to be born. 

  

Because it is important to my next topic, at the risk of boring 

some of you, I am going to repeat a section of my presentation 

from last years May 4th Forum while we are on the subject of 

galaxies.  As you might expect, the relentless force of gravity 

pulled galaxies into galaxy clusters and clusters into 

superclusters which are the largest structures we have found in 

the universe. More information on that later. In 1933 Fritz 

Zwicky discovered that galaxies in a cluster were moving too 

fast to be bound by gravity in the cluster. Later Vera Rubin and 

others found that the velocities (52a) in the outer orbits of spiral 

galaxies did not drop off as expected (52b) but leveled out, 

making another puzzle. (52c).  



Einstein had predicted that light from more distant galaxies 

would be bent by the gravity of nearer galaxies. (53) Here is a 

graphic showing the light from a distant galaxy being bent into 

our eyes, and the screen shows what we would see. (Explain 

with pointer) Calculations of the amount the light is bent give 

us the mass of the nearer galaxy. We get a much bigger 

number than we would expect from the luminosity. This 

discrepancy plus Zwicky and Rubin’s observations showed 

there was a halo of some matter around each galaxy. 

Scientists chose to call this “Dark Matter” because it did not 

give off or reflect any radiation. Why did I take this detour into 

dark matter? (54) Because the computer simulation results of 

the growth of structure from the early soup does not give us 

what we see today in the universe unless we include dark 

matter. 

 

The Universe(55) 

When we think of telescopic pictures of deep space, we think 

of pictures like these, the Hubble Deep Field. But if we take a 

wider view, and include Infrared frequencies to include some of 

the cooler parts of the sky (56), we see the filamentary or web 

like structure we saw earlier in simulations. I call this the 

“Universe Wide Web.” Here is another example of this. (57) In 



this one a narrow slice of the sky was taken and the distance 

to the objects in the slice was measured by red shift A map 

was then made by plotting distance and direction.  It shows 

void areas, and places where the structure has formed sheets, 

and places where clusters have formed. How did gravity make 

this all happen?  I am going to show you a video of a computer 

simulation that has removed the expansion of the universe. It 

starts at 200 million years after the BB with the primordial cloud 

of dust and gas. Think of Z as a time scale with 20 being the 

big Bang and zero being today. Ignore the notation at the lower 

left. (58) See how the areas of low density become voids and 

the higher density areas collect into galaxies and clusters. Note 

how the filaments form and then move down like rivers of 

galaxies into the clusters forming larger clusters and 

superclusters.  This is gravity at work forming the large-scale 

structure of our universe. Remember though, in this video 

expansion of the universe was removed so we could see the 

effect of gravity alone.  

 

But current BB theory says that Dark Energy (58a) is 

accelerating the expansion of the universe. So which will win 

this “Fight to the Finish,” gravity or expansion (59b) Will Dark 

Energy cause the universe to expand continuously and burn 



out or will gravity stop the expansion and cause the universe to 

collapse in what has been called the “Big Crunch.” The most 

popular theory today is that Dark Energy is the vacuum energy 

of space. This idea is consistent with Einstein’s cosmological 

constant causing constant acceleration. Quintessence Theory 

where the expansion acceleration rate continues to increase 

and leads to the tearing of the space-time fabric could not then 

be correct. (58c) So no Big Rip. BB Theory calculations show 

we can also forget about the “Big Crunch.” (58d) It would 

currently appear that gravity has met its match and the 

universe expands indefinitely while the stars slowly burn out. 

Will it end, to quote one of my favorite poets, T.S. Eliot, “Not 

with a Bang but a Whimper?” It looks like it now, but who 

knows for sure? I think the road to that knowledge has many 

twists and turns yet to come! 

 

Thank you for coming tonight and I hope you enjoyed the 

presentation. 

 

Do we have time for questions?  

  

 

 


